The World of Plant Life (Inside Look)

In The World of Plant Life, young readers will learn about the parts of a plant, the different
ways plants reproduce, and how plants grow. they will explore such processes as
photosynthesis, pollination, and fertilization, and they will examine an amazing variety of
plants, which thrive in such diverse environments as deserts, mountains, oceans, and rain
forests. From plants that eat insects to trees that tower hundreds of feet overhead, this book
provides an entertaining and informative look at the world of plants.
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Macmillan But the rainwater inside a pitcher plant is not just a malevolent dunking pool. It
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smell – and respond HHMI Investigator, Professor and Director of the Plant Biology
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plant world seemed inviting. Life took an unwelcome turn in 2004, when her children were in
kindergarten and 3rd grade . HHMI Scientists: An Inside Look.
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